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 There is no traffic on the roads as Oliver 
Kinast speeds to work in a 4x4 pick-up. 
He passes police barriers that seal off 
deserted streets, in this suburban dis-
trict near Kiel in northern Germany. 
Soon he arrives at a normally busy park 

containing football pitches, where his colleagues await 
him. There, on an unassuming patch of ground, two 16ft-
wide, 8ft-deep holes have been carved out by diggers.

The excavations were made after magnetometric 
sensors dropped down pipes drilled deep into the earth 
detected two large metal objects buried beneath the 
surface. Now Kinast and his crew carefully inch their 
way down into the holes. At the bottom of each is an  
all too familiar sight: the rusting exterior of a high-
explosive bomb.

Measuring 4ft in length and 2ft in circumference,  
and weighing 1,000lb each, the two bombs were 
dropped by the US Air Force on April 15, 1945. And 
they’re still live. As leader of the Kampfmittelräumdienst 
– the bomb-disposal squad – in the state of Schleswig-
Holstein, Kinast has the job of making these dangerous 
relics of World War II safe.

Each year, he and his team are called out around 400 
times to deal with some 100,000 items of ‘UXO’ – unex-
ploded ordnance. These range from hand grenades and 
cartridges to land- and naval mines, but by far the most 
dangerous are the remnants of Allied aerial bombard-
ment during the war.

The RAF and the US Eighth Air Force dropped more 
than 1.3 million tons of high-explosive and incendi-
ary bombs on Germany and occupied countries in a 
campaign described by Bomber Command as ‘area 
bombing’, and by others as ‘a diabolical son et lumière of 
smoke and fire’. It’s estimated that ten to 15 per cent of  
those bombs never went off, and instead ended up bur-
ied in German soil, where as many as 250,000 still lurk. 
Five thousand are disarmed each year, and barely a day 
goes by without a live bomb being discovered some-
where in Germany. It costs each of the country’s 16 
states around €10 million a year to dispose of them.

As a major port where U-boats and warships were 
built and based, Kiel was a key target for bombing, 
which by 1945 had destroyed more than 80 per cent of 
the old town, 72 per cent of its residential areas and 83 
per cent of its industrial sites. ‘Around 1.5 million bombs 
fell on Kiel,’ says Kinast. In one raid alone, on the night 
of July 23-24, 1944, 629 RAF bombers targeted the city, 
cutting off water for three days and gas for three weeks.

Kinast produces a map of Kiel with the areas hit in 
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A Halifax bomber during a raid on an  
oil refinery in the Ruhr in 1944. Far left: 
Oliver Kinast (left) with two members  
of his bomb-disposal squad. Left, inset: 
firemen rush onto the scene after a 
bomb exploded without warning, killing 
three bomb-disposal specialists, in 
Göttingen, central Germany, in 2010
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bombing raids marked with red crosses. Shipyards, 
submarine bunkers and surrounding areas are solid red. 
The area of Klausdorf, where these two latest bombs 
have been found, is three miles from the waterfront and 
was ‘a main bombing run into the centre’.

As history haunts Kiel again, 2,000 residents have 
been evacuated from their homes. It could take Kinast, a 
45-year-old former cop, anywhere between 20 minutes 
and three hours to remove the fuses and make these lat-
est bombs safe, depending on their condition.

A tall, toned man with greying temples, he watches 
as the two bombs are carefully strapped into har-
nesses and slowly winched to the surface for him and 
a colleague to work on (bomb defusers always work 
in pairs). He doesn’t need reminding that since 2000, 
11 German bomb-disposal specialists have been killed. 
In 2010, three died when an 1,100lb bomb in the central 
German city of Göttingen exploded when they’d barely 
started working on it.

Kinast also knows that if he doesn’t find and disarm 
these weapons, they will kill others. In 2006 a highway-
construction worker was killed on an autobahn near 
Aschaffenburg in north-west Bavaria when he set off a 
bomb while cutting into the road surface. Eyewitnesses 
said the explosion tossed his vehicle into the air like 
a toy. It also wrecked several passing cars, injuring  
their occupants.

 Fortunately for Kinast and his fellow bomb 
hunters, they have a major asset in their 
search for the deadliest hidden explosives 
– images taken by those who dropped the 
bombs in the first place. Situated in an 
unremarkable office building on Bernard 

Terrace in Edinburgh is the National Collection of Aerial 
Photography (NCAP). This official archive houses over 
ten million pre-raid reconnaissance and post-raid dam-
age-assessment photographs taken by the RAF.

‘These were pored over by the Central Interpretation 
Unit at RAF Medmenham, a country house just out-
side Marlow in Buckinghamshire,’ says NCAP’s curator 
Allan Williams. ‘While the code-breakers of Bletchley 
Park are rightly celebrated, historians reckon the CIU 
was responsible for up to 80 per cent of Britain’s war-
time intelligence.’

The organisation comprised 54 photographic inter-
preters working 24 hours a day, assessing targets and the 
success of raids on German factories, bridges, railways 
and hydroelectric dams destroyed by 617 Squadron, 
the Dambusters. The vivid black-and-white images 
were taken by Mosquitos and Spitfires equipped with 
as many as eight cameras, so that frames could be over-
lapped to produce a 3D image when viewed through 
a stereoscope. Even though they were taken from 
40,000ft, the detail is remarkable. In a street lined with 
burnt-out buildings in Berlin, piles of furniture that 
survivors had managed to salvage can be seen clearly.

This unique collection of wartime pictures is now 
being used by the photographic sleuths of NCAP to 
provide German bomb-disposal teams with clues as 
to where those hundreds of thousands of unexploded 
devices still lie. The intelligence gleaned is vital to hous-
ing and highway constructors, who can’t get insurance 
cover without a prior risk assessment of the area where 
they want to build.

The images remained classified until 1962, when the 
Air Ministry released the first 5.5 million. With that 
total doubled today, Williams and his team of five, aug-
mented by interns, are engaged in the mammoth task 
of cataloguing, scanning, digitising and conserving 
the prints, most of which are badly curled and brit-
tle. Thousands of canisters of film and 14,000 boxes of 
microfilm documenting Britain’s air war must all be 
barcoded and cross-referenced.

NCAP also houses the reconnaissance-sortie plot 
maps on which every photographic frame taken was 
painstakingly marked in black ink, numbered and 

dated. Today, these help German clients – firms and 
councils – pinpoint the images they need. Because 
NCAP receives no funding, it’s this trade in wartime 
aerial photography, along with detailed analysis, that 
ensures the preservation of the archive. ‘Bombs are our 
mainstay,’ says Williams. ‘Since 2004 we have earned in 
excess of £1.5 million from bomb disposal.’

Another resource at NCAP is a collection of aerial 
photographs by the Luftwaffe of its mainland European 
sorties. ‘Much of that collection came from Hitler’s 
mountain retreat at Berchtesgaden in Bavaria as part of 
Operation Turban, and was codenamed “Dick Tracy”,’ 
says Williams.

British bomb-disposal companies do occasionally 
use Luftwaffe photographs of bombing raids on the 
UK. However, there’s less reliance on photography 
here than in Germany. ‘The RAF’s own aerial photog-
raphy of German bomb damage is much better-quality 
than the Luftwaffe images, many of which are housed 
in the States,’ says Mike Sainsbury, MD of Zetica, an 
Oxfordshire-based bomb-disposal contractor that 
produces risk maps for construction companies. 
‘Meanwhile, in the UK there’s no legal requirement for 
risk assessment to be done by developers and builders. 
Bombs get dealt with when they find them.’

They’re also less of an issue here because of their rel-
ative scarcity. In spite of the Blitz and the destruction 
of Coventry and other cities, the Luftwaffe dropped far 
fewer bombs on Britain (75,000 tons) than the Allies 
dropped on Germany and occupied Europe, hence there 
are nowhere near as many still at risk of exploding.

It was the photographs taken on an 
RAF reconnaissance sortie over Kiel 
in April 1945 that led Kinast and his 
team to the suburb of Klausdorf last 
year. ‘They show that this whole 
area was covered in jagged bomb 
craters, but also much smaller neat, 
round holes,’ he says. ‘With a stere-
oscope you can see these are the 
traces left by bombs that entered 
the soil without exploding. Then 
after the war all the damaged build-
ings were bulldozed, burying them 
deeper and making them harder to 
find. It’s not until we dig down that 
we know for sure if it’s a bomb or an 
oil barrel.’

One of the few buildings in the 
area still standing after the war is 
a church. ‘From the aerial photo-
graphs we can take coordinates 
from the church to these holes to make sure we’re dig-
ging in the right place.’

What Kinast always hopes that he won’t find is a 
bomb with a chemical time-delay fuse, the most danger-
ous of all. These were timed to go off as German rescue 
teams went in after a raid. Just under 5in long and 3in 
round, time-delay fuses have high-tension detonator 
pins on springs which are held back by a celluloid disc. 
The fuse also contains a vial, like that in a spirit level, 
of a corrosive liquid called acetone. When the bomb hit 
the ground the vial would break and the acetone would 
start to eat through the celluloid. The thicker the disc, 
the longer the bomb would take to explode – anywhere 
between one and 144 hours.

However, some got buried nose up, causing the ace-
tone to drip the wrong way, and now the celluloid in 
these bombs is badly corroding. ‘They are also booby-
trapped,’ says Kinast. ‘When we find them we put a 
booster charge on and destroy them where they are 
with a remote-control detonator.’

Although there are unexploded German bombs in 
the UK, they don’t pose the same threat, as the Germans 

Clockwise from this picture: an American 
photograph of Cologne in 1945 showing  
the heavily damaged cathedral; bombs 
being loaded onto a Lancaster bomber 
circa 1940; an RAF plot map from 1939 
showing where images were taken; a post-
raid image of a test stand at Peenemünde 
in north-east Germany, where the V-2 
rocket was developed; studying damage  
to photographs at NCAP in Edinburgh; the 
scene of a bomb explosion on a highway 
near Aschaffenburg, Bavaria, in 2006, 
which killed a construction worker
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separate the fuses from the detonators using tongs, and 
finally remove the booster charges. The tools of Kinast’s 
trade include spanners, wrenches, ratchets, screwdriv-
ers, hammers and cans of WD-40.

‘If a bomb is dented or misshapen fuses jam, then 
it’s impossible to do it this way,’ he explains. In these 
instances, he has to cut off the end of the bomb that con-
tains the fuse with a circular saw controlled remotely 
from over 900ft away. This can take two hours. When 
the fuse is due to drop, it’s someone’s task to catch 
it before it hits the ground. A fuse with an explosive 
charge of a few ounces is powerful enough to kill. 

Kinast and his colleagues don’t wear Hurt Locker-
style protective suits. ‘That’s fine for a 4lb IED, but it’s 
heavy and cumbersome and would give no protection 
from these things.’ Once the fuse is removed, the TNT is 
inert and can be burnt along with the outer casing.

The HQ of Kinast’s bomb squad is situated in dense 
woods just south of Kiel. It’s home to 32 specialists, 
12 of them bomb-disposal experts. As well as 29,000 
aerial photographs and 38,000 digital images bought 
from Britain, its buildings contain a huge assortment 
of British, American and German bombs, torpedoes, 
mines, grenades and fuses found on land and sea. Vast 
quantities of live munitions were dumped in Kiel Bay 
after the war, and these still have to be dealt with, along 
with hundreds of bombs on and around the small archi-
pelago of Heligoland, 29 miles off the coast in the North 
Sea, where there are plans to build wind farms on and 
offshore. Kinast is called out there frequently. 

He takes me to an array of disarmed bombs lined up in 
concrete shelters. They’re used for training. The British 
alone employed 98 different fuses and had 123 types of 
bombs. ‘It takes five years to study all the types and how 
to disarm them. I learned most working alongside the 
last leader of this squad, who had defused 1,000.’

Kinast took over five years ago. Though no one on his 
squad has been killed since 1990, he knows he’s putting 
his life on the line almost every day. What is it that leads 
him to take the risk? ‘It’s a fascination with how these 
fuses and the other technical components of a bomb 
work together and the challenge of making them safe.’

He says his two children, Tim, 19, and Melina, 17, 
don’t fear for his safety. ‘Tim says he is keen to do this 
work, but I don’t think it’s for him.

‘I never think about what could go wrong. If you’re 
afraid, you’re inhibited, and that doesn’t help. When I 
was a police officer I was usually responding to unpre-
dictable and dangerous situations. Here I am proactive; 
totally in control of how I’m going to defuse a bomb.’

It’s said Allied supremacy in aerial intelligence helped  
win the war. Now the RAF’s old photographs, housed 
in Edinburgh, are helping Germany secure the peace. n

‘It takes five years 
to study the 123 
types of British 
bombs and how 
to disarm them’
didn’t use chemical delay fuses. ‘It’s these that are a real 
and mounting problem,’ says British bomb hunter Chris 
Going, who has unearthed bombs in Germany, Holland, 
Austria and Italy. ‘Now these fuses are degrading they 
can go off spontaneously, like one that blew up a garden 
in Vienna [in 2008].’

 The moment Oliver Kinast saw the 
two bombs in Kiel, he knew he was  
safe – relatively. ‘Chemical time-delay 
fuses have a knurled shaft protruding 
from the bomb. These had mechani-
cal gravity M101 fuses in the back end; 

American, because they’re made of high-alloyed alu-
minium compounds. British fuses are always made of 
brass and don’t rust.’

With both bombs raised out of the ground, he began 
the painstaking task of unscrewing the fuses, beginning 
with the outer securing rings. He then had to carefully 


